T4
Refined and restful. Composed and confident. Subtly seductive and surprisingly
sensible... VitrA’s new T4 series is minimalist in style, but maximum in function.
Hiding a wealth of smart solutions behind its pure forms, T4 brings Timeless
elegance to the contemporary bathroom.
True to the signature VitrA concept of the Total bathroom, T4 integrates the
four product groups essential for a coordinated bathroom decor: Graceful and
hygienic ceramic sanitaryware products, luxurious acrylic bathtubs, attractively
styled water-saving faucets, and spacious furniture designed for uncompromising
comfort. All offered in a range of sizes and forms designed to complement one
another in widely different combinations Tailored to the individual user.
T4 was created for VitrA by the NOA Design Group who achieved a unique
balance between elegance and simplicity, and developed clear and functional
solutions exclusive to the series. INDEED designed the faucets in line with the
series’ restrained aesthetics. Flexible in application and rich in attractive choices,
T4 will help Transform your bathroom into an inspiring living space.
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A secluded haven of relaxation
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A sanctuary dedicated to personal renewal, embodying the VitrA vision of “the bathroom as part of
the total living space”. Pure forms making a fascinatingly minimalist design statement above and
beyond fashion. Magnificent in its restrained elegance.
Slim and stately washbasins, WC pans and bidets are complemented by cascade or standard flow
faucets. Glass counters ensure superior hygiene and durability while adding luster and depth to the
visual effect.
Exclusive spa experience: The deep and wide Pool is as impressive as it is inviting.
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The 180 cm counter provides an ideal setting
for double bowl usage. It is functional and
effortlessly elegant with its clean lines.
Narrow counter unit with grey glass,180 cm
Illuminated mirror, 90x45 cm (with LED lighting)

Distinctively shaped with delicate edging,
T4 bowls come in a range of sizes.
The bowls can be used with wall or
counter-mounted high basin mixers.
Bowl, 60 cm

Built-in basin mixer with cascade flow
beautifully complements the bowls.
Smooth contoured and attractive,
the mixer is designed to save
water and energy.
Built-in basin mixer (cascade flow)
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T4

70 cm wide tall unit fulfills all the possible
storage needs of a bathroom, as a personal
refreshment, care and renewal place.
Double tall unit

With a 55 cm internal depth, the Pool
brings spa pleasure to the privacy of your
home. Matte grey, matte white, matte
burgundy, hasiente brown and hasiente
black paneling choices perfectly match the
lacquered and thermoform furniture units.
Square Pool bathtub, 160x160 cm

Faucet with cascade flow adds
more panache to the bathtub.
Bath/shower mixer (cascade flow)
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T4 was created to transform the bathroom into an oasis of rest and wellbeing.
For a private retreat for absolute tranquility or shared relaxation and romance.
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Washbasin units, mirror cabinets and mirrors in a
range of sizes and forms all share T4’s hallmark
refinement. The washbasin units are trimmed with
smart aluminum profile bands, and provide generous
space for convenient storage. The wide counter unit
is suitable for asymmetrical positioning of the bowl.
Deceptively delicate looking bowls contribute to the
ethereal tranquility of the bathroom ambience.
Wide counter unit, 130 cm (asymmetrical from right)
Illuminated mirror, 90x45 cm (with LED lighting)

Designed with T4’s characteristic slender lines,
the multifunctional bowl is complemented by
hi-tech faucets. The 80 cm bowl features a raised
shelf for items you would like to keep dry.
Asymmetrical bowl, 80 cm
High basin mixer (cascade flow)
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T4

Equipped with concealed fixing
mechanism, the WC seat joins the
back part of the WC pan at the same
height to create a clean and almost
uninterrupted surface.
Wall hung WC pan
Wall hung bidet

The tub for two is the center of attraction
of the bathroom with its soft contours
and concealed shelf unit. Easy to install
and uninstall.
Duo rectangular / double ended bathtub with
shelf unit, 190x140 cm
Bath / shower mixer (cascade flow)
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The T4 state of comfort
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Select and put together your ideal combination from a coordinated set of VitrA bathroom
products to create a bathroom that will be the best-loved part of any home. Every item
you could need is covered by a product range that displays T4’s timeless style.
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Rounded corners soften the rectangular forms of the
washbasins, creating a clean and well-balanced look.
Size range includes a 45 cm washbasin suitable
for use with a drain, as well as 60, 70 and 90 cm
choices that can be used with trap covers, pedestals
or furniture units. Washbasin unit is suitable for
all washbasin sizes except 45 cm. No more bulky
washbasin drains taking up valuable cabinet space.
A space saving siphon gives you more storage area.
Washbasin unit with soft-close drawers helps keep
the bathroom neat and tidy.  
Washbasin, 90 cm
Washbasin unit, 90 cm

WC pan with eco-friendly 2.5/4 L flush
saves water by up to 60 %.
Close-coupled WC pan and cistern
Bidet
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T4

Integrated drawers help keep towels and other
items at hand, while the wide area that extends
from the tub in a continuous flow serves as a
hygienic seat as well as a space for personal care.  
Rectangular double ended bathtub, 190x130 cm

Practical and convenient tall unit with
shelves and drawers. All T4 furniture units
are available in thermoform and lacquered
materials and 6 different colour options.
Tall unit with drawers
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T4 in the guest bathroom.
The restrained elegance of the series
helps make limited spaces feel and
look larger.  The specially designed
small-sized faucet complements the
compact washbasin.
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T4

50x30 cm washbasin fits snugly even
in a narrow space.
Compact washbasin, 50x30 cm

Smart solutions for small bathrooms:
An integrated towel holder beneath the
compact washbasin helps use space
more efficiently.
Compact washbasin , 45 cm

Faucets with auto-clean silicon aerator
provide a smooth flow while saving water.
The small basin mixer is perfectly attuned
to the washbasin with its short spout.
Basin mixer (small)
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Harmony, tranquility and pure functionality
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The tasteful minimalism of T4 brings distinction and improves quality of life even
in a standard space. A wide choice of VitrA bathtubs is available to meet different
requirements.
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Compact but commodious
washbasin units, matching
washbasins and mirror cabinets
come together in wonderfully
functional combinations.  
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Washbasin unit, 60 cm
Mirror cabinet, 60 cm

T4

Washbasin with trap cover, 60 cm

Merging consummate form with perfect
function, distinctly styled T4 washbasins come in
a range of sizes and with pedestal, trap cover or
washbasin unit options to fit in different settings.
Washbasin with pedestal, 60 cm

Washbasin, 60 cm
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T4 series includes a medium unit in
addition to three different tall units.
Soft close, in six colour choices.
Medium unit

T4 faucets are cascade or standard flow.
Basin mixer with aerator
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T4

The double ended 180 x 80 cm bathtub
promises pleasant bathing pleasure.
Rectangular double ended bathtub, 180x80 cm

Using the compatible hand shower
provides water saving. The silicon
aerator ensures a silken smooth
flow of water at every use.  
Bath/shower mixer
2F hand shower set
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A discreet LED ambiance spot under the
mirror cabinet helps illuminate the washing
area while adding warmth to the ambience.  
Washbasin unit, 130 cm
Mirror cabinet, 130 cm
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T4

A great choice for the master bathroom, the
double washbasin is tastefully divided into
two seperate bowls by a slender ridge in
the middle. The 130 cm washbasin unit is
suitable for two person use.  
Washbasin with two bowls, 130 cm

Mirror cabinet is available in five sizes
including  60, 70, 80, 90 and 130 cm.   
Mirror cabinet, 130 cm (with ambiance spot)
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T4 Bathroom furniture colour options
THERMOFORM

WHITE HIGH GLOSS
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hasiente brown

LACQUERED

hasiente black

matte white

Matte grey

matte burgundy

T4

Washbasin, 80 cm

Practical tall unit with shelves provides
a convenient storage solution.
Tall unit with two doors, 80 cm

The asymmetrical washbasin features a
practical shelf area. Washbasin unit, mirror
cabinet and mirrors are available in a range
of sizes allowing for different combinations.
Washbasin unit, 80 cm.
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Mirror cabinets

Product Range

600 mm

54668/54669/54670/54671
54672/54673/54953/54954
54955/54956/54957/54958
600 mm

800 mm

900 mm

1300 mm

54674/54675/54676
54677/54678/54679

54680/54681/54682
54683/54684/54685

54686/54687/54688
54689/64690/54691

54692/54693/54694
54695/54696/54697

700 mm

800 mm

900 mm

1300 mm

Mirrors

500 mm

700 mm

54626/54627/54628
54629/54630/54631

450 mm

54644/54645/54646
54647/54648/54649

54650/54651/54652
54653/54654/54655

54656/54657/54658
54659/54660/54661

700 mm

800 mm

900 mm

1300 mm

4451

4452

4453

4454

4451+340-1550

4452+340-1550

600 mm

4450

Washbasins

54638/54639/54640
54641/54642/54643

54632/54633/54634
54635/54636/54637

4450+340-1550

4451+4456

Washbasins
units

4451+4457

4451
54555/54556/54557
54558/54559/54560

4454+340-1550

4452+4456

4454+4456

4452+4457

4454+4457

4452
54561/54562/54563
54564/54565/54566

4453
54567/54568/54569
54570/54571/54572

1900x900 mm

4454
54573/54574/54575
54576/54577/54578

1900x1100 mm

4455+340-1550

4455+4456

4455+4456+4457

4455
54579/54580/54581
54582/54583/54584

1900x1300 mm

1900x1400 mm

1600x1600 mm

Bathtubs

1800x800 mm

4453+340-1550

4455

Wooden furniture
units

Wooden
panels

Acrylic panels

5601
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5600

5599

5598

5597

5596

Aerator flow

A41237EXP

Mirror cabinets

600 mm

A41242EXP

600 mm

A41236EXP

54668/54669/54670/54671
54672/54673/54953/54954
54955/54956/54957/54958

500 mm

54668/54669/54670/54671
54672/54673/54953/54954
54955/54956/54957/54958

600 mm

900 mm

900 mm

600 mm

500 mm

54632/54633/54634
54635/54636/54637

54625

600 mm

4458

4459

54632/54633/54634
54635/54636/54637

54625

600 mm

800 mm

4461

4462

600 mm

Basin mixers

Mirrors

A41239EXP

54626/54627/54628
54629/54630/54631

Washbasins

Cascade flow

A41238EXP

4460

A41240EXP

4458

4459

A41243EXP

4460

4458
54531/54532/54533
54534/54535/54536
54537/54538/54539
54540/54541/54542

4459
54543/54544/54545
54546/54547/54548
54549/54550/54551
54552/54553/54554

Built-in basin
mixers
54698/54699/54700
54701/54702/54703
54704/54705/54706
54707/54708/54709

54710/54711/54712
54713/54714/54715
54899/54900/54901
54902/54903/54904

1300 mm

1300 mm

4461
54613/54614/54615/54616
54585/54586/54587/54588/54589/54590

4462
54613/54614/54615/54616
54585/54586/54587/54588/54589/54590

4461
54613/54614/54615/54616
54591/54592/54593/54594/54595/54596

4462
54613/54614/54615/54616
54591/54592/54593/54594/54595/54596

54716/54717/54718
54719/54720/54721
54722/54723/54724
54725/54726/54727

A40692EXP

A40638EXP

A40696EXP

A40698EXP

A40648EXP

A40649EXP

4461
54621/54622/54623/54624
54597/54598/54599/54600/54601/54602

Bath mixer

1800 mm

4462
54621/54622/54623/54624
54597/54598/54599/54600/54601/54602

4461
54621/54622/54623/54624
54603/54604/54605/54606/54607/54608

4462
54621/54622/54623/54624
54603/54604/54605/54606/54607/54608

A41245EXP

Bath mixer
(Deck mounted)

Counters

A40647EXP

1800 mm

A40693EXP

54728/54729/54730
54731/54732/54733

Built-in bath and shower mixers

Compact
washbasin units

Other units

A41241EXP

Bidet mixer

A41283EXP

4470 + 4471

Close-coupled
WC pans and
cisterns

4464

Wall-hung WC pans

4465

WC pans

4466

Wall-hung bidets

A41244EXP

4467

Bidets
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S-Line

Cutting-edge technology, contemporary and innovative designs, reliability, durability
and affordability are the corner stones of S-Line designed by NOA Design Group
for VitrA. S-Line includes a vast selection of products in a range of sizes for all
types of large and small projects-from housing complexes, hotels, restaurants and
hospitals to private dwellings and public areas.
The S50 series was developed emphasizing contemporary architectural designs
that are practical, balanced and aesthetic with soft lines. Alternatively, the S20
series includes round and square configurations that can be used to design and
develop well-defined geometric modules.
S-Line includes washbasins, furniture units, mirrors, WC pans with water
conservation features as well as products specifically designed for physically
less abled individuals - all produced according to international standards with the
guarantee of the VitrA brand.
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S-Line: Enriched in
context; compact in size
PRIVATE PROJECTS
Comfort Bathrooms

S50

S20
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Standard Bathrooms

Guest Bathrooms

PUBLIC PROJECTS
Elderly and Special Needs Bathrooms

Hotel Bathrooms

Restrooms
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S50

VitrA S50 series has a wide selection of contemporary designs that
are functional and practical offering optimum solutions for projects
of all sizes - from touristic facilities, hospitals and nursing homes to
housing complexes and private dwellings. If desired, you can enhance
and add vibrancy to your bathrooms and restrooms by complementing
your designs with the S50+ furniture series.
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Comfort Bathrooms
It is possible to transform your bathroom into an intimate personal maintenance
space with the S50 series. The series offers all the amenities needed to create a
dynamic environment for your bathroom. You can further add value and aesthetics
by preferring new S50+ bathroom furniture to complement your design.
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The new S50+ bathroom furniture has a
contemporary design and is very functional.
S50+ furniture units are available in 4 colours:
white high gloss, golden cherry, dark oak and
hasiente black.
4 colour options: white high gloss, golden cherry,
dark oak and hasiente black
S50+ washbasin unit, 100 cm

The washbasin unit is equipped
with a special space saving syphon.
As a result, the drawer beneath the
washbasin can be totally utilized.
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S50

The spacious washbasin has
room on the sides for toiletries.
S50 vanity basin, 100 cm

Bathroom furniture’s doors and drawers
have the soft-closing mechanism and
are available with or without drawers.
S50+ tall unit with drawers

The height of the wall-hung WC pan
and bidet from the floor allows for easy
cleaning and the rounded forms have
an aesthetic outlook.
S50 wall-hung WC pan, 52 cm
S50 wall-hung bidet, 52 cm
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Guest Bathrooms
The range of products in the VitrA S50 series also includes smaller sized items which can be used
to design bathrooms with space limitations. Also, bathroom furniture immensely complements the
overall scheme of the space.
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S50

48 cm wall-hung WC pan and bidet offer
all the comforts of VitrA for bathrooms
with space limitations.
S50 Wall-hung WC pan, 48 cm
S50 Wall-hung bidet

All S50 bathroom products have a
backsplash, which not only conceals
the silicone marks, but ensures proper
hygienic conditions. All bathroom
cabinet doors and drawers are equipped
with the soft-closing mechanism.
S50+ washbasin unit, 60 cm

S50+ Bathroom furniture colour options

WHITE HIGH GLOSS

GOLDEN CHERRY

DARK OAK

HASIENTE BLACK
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Guest Bathrooms
The exclusive VitrA S50 compact products offer practical solutions
when designing guest bathrooms with space limitations.
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S50

S50 compact washbasin, 40x28 cm

S50 compact washbasin, 50x28 cm

S50 compact washbasin with trap cover, 55x37 cm

S50 compact wall-hung WC pan, 48 cm
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Product Range
600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

S50
mirrors

600 mm

52759/52787/52700

52759/52787/52700

52759/52787/52700 52759/52787/52700 52759/52787/52700 52759/52787/52700

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

52759/52787/52700

52788/52760/52701

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

S50+
mirrors

600 mm

54750

54750

54750

54750

54750

54750

54751

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

54754/54755/54756 54754/54755/54756 54754/54755/54756 54754/54755/54756 54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960 54757/54959/54960 54757/54959/54960 54757/54959/54960 54757/54959/54960
54961/54962
54961/54962
54961/54962
54961/54962
54961/54962

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

54758/54759
54760/54761

5301+6936

5302+6936

5303+6936

5309

5342

5460+5315

5341+5315

5309+5316

5342+5315

5308+6936

5460+6936

5341+6936

5309+6936

5342+6936

5321+5322

5332+5322

5427+5428

5424+5428

WC pans and cisterns
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5421+5422

5323

5304

WC pans

5469

5319

5310+5316

5311+5316

5310+6936

5318

485 mm

460 mm

5312

5311

5310

5308+5315

800 mm

650 mm

600 mm

485 mm

600 mm

5312+5316

5311+6936

5312+6936

480 mm
5320

5335

Wall-hung WC pans

5336

5325

5305

Bidets

5324

480 mm

5341

485 mm

460 mm

5303+5316

520 mm

5460

5302+5316

370 mm

430 mm

370 mm
5308

5344

5303

5301+5316

550 mm

550 mm

500 mm

5302

520 mm

5343

5313+6936

450 mm
290 mm

500 mm
280 mm

Washbasins

400 mm

5301

5313+5315

5300+6936

650 mm

600 mm
440 mm

5313

5300+5315

5306+6936

425 mm

350 mm
5300

5306

550 mm

500 mm

450 mm

450 mm
400 mm

400 mm

370 mm

S50+
mirror cabinets

54750
600 mm

5420

Wall-hung
bidets

5338

S50
S50

S50+

600 mm

800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

52759/52787/52700

52788/52760/52701

52789/52702/52761

52834/52703/52762

700 mm

900 mm

1100 mm

52835/52704/52839

52836/52705/52840

52837/52706/52841

52838/52707/52842

1000 mm

1200 mm

54750

54751

54752

600 mm

800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

54753

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54690
54961/54962

54758/54759/
54760/54761

54762/54763/
54764/54765

54766/54767/
54768/54769

600 mm

800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

52644/52447/52768

52680/52723/52774

5480

5408

5407

52775/52776/52777

54734/54735/
54736/54737

5479

54738/54739/
54740/54741

465 mm

465 mm

465 mm

465 mm

465 mm
5479

5480

54742/54743/
54744/54745

Washbasin units

5408

1200 mm

54746/54747/
54748/54749

Tall units

52646/52446/52770

465 mm

465 mm
5407

1000 mm

465 mm

800 mm

600 mm

Washbasins

Mirror
cabinets

500 mm

800 mm

Mirrors

600 mm

54770/54771/54772/
54773/54905/54906/
54907/54908

54774/54776/54778/
54780/54775/54777/
54779/54781

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

S50
mirrors

600 mm

500 cm
52759/52787/52700
600 mm

600 mm

52759/52787/52700
600 mm

600 mm

320-1130

54750

54750

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

54750
600 mm
5290

5307

530mm

5340

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

600mm

600mm

5339

5310

5292

455mm

450mm

550mm

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

455mm

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

415mm

54754/54755/54756
54757/54959/54960
54961/54962

800 cm
555 cm

54750

370mm

S50+
mirror cabinets

600 mm

550mm

Washbasins

5327

320-1130

600 cm
54750

5326

500 cm

52759/52787/52700

S50+
mirrors

600 mm

52759/52787/52700

Mirrors

52759/52787/52700

555 cm

52758/52484/52830
52757/52486/52827

Washbasins

52756/52483/52772
52755/52485/52771

5310

5330

Urinals

Shelves
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S20

S20 series offers quality, durability and aesthetic value at
affordable prices and provides practical and reliable solutions
for all types of usage - personal or public. S20 series has
bathroom furniture, sanitaryware and complementary
products for all of your needs.
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Comfort Bathrooms
Everyone deserves to treat themselves to a leisurely and soothing
“bath” experience in comfortable and pleasant surroundings after
a long and stressful day. S20 series offers practical solutions for
all of your needs with their selection of top-quality, functional and
aesthetic sanitaryware and bathroom furniture that can be used to
design all types of bathrooms in the home.
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Vanity basins are available
in two sizes; 65 and 85 cm.  
S20 vanity basin, 85 cm

S20 washing machine unit
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S20

According to your preference, tall unit with or without drawers.
S20 tall unit with drawer
Available in 2 colours: Golden cherry and white high gloss

S20 wall-hung WC pan, 52 cm
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Standard Bathrooms
The VitrA S20 series meets all the needs and requirements for designing bathrooms at
private dwelling as well as housing complexes. Offering quality products at affordable
prices, the line includes practical and functional sanitaryware products
and bathroom furniture.
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S20

S20 washbasin with trap cover, 60 cm

The close-coupled WC pan with a length
less than 65 cm is ideal for bathrooms
with limited space. 2.5/4 L cistern saves
water up to 60%.
S20 close-coupled WC pan back-to-wall and
cistern
S20 wall-hung WC pan
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Guest Bathrooms
In general, the area allocated for guest bathrooms is limited. As a result, the VitrA S20 series includes
smaller sized sanitaryware products and bathroom furniture offering practical solutions for all of your
needs as well as your guests’.
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S20

Washbasins available in 65 cm and 85 cm
can be used with washbasin units.
S20 washbasin, 65 cm

Wall-hung WC pan is ideal for small spaces.
The 2.5/4 L cistern has a water saving
characteristic. S20 wall-hung WC pan was
designed to enable easy installation.
S20 wall-hung WC pan, 48 cm

S20 Bathroom furniture colour options

WHITE HIGH GLOSS

GOLDEN CHERRY
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Elderly and Special Needs Bathrooms
Different solutions for different needs: VitrA’s exclusively designed bathrooms
facilitate effortless access and maneuverability for wheelchair users and includes
grab bars and hand rails that provide stability and safety.
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S20
Compared to straight edged washbasins, the
concave shaped washbasin allows for easy
maneuverability for wheelchair users.
S20 special needs washbasin, 65 cm

90 o angled rail grab

The wider sized WC pan was specifically
designed for the physically disabled
individuals.
S20 special needs WC pan

Safety grab rail, 60 cm
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Hotel Bathrooms
Hotels and other touristic facilities require bathrooms and
restrooms that can be easily maintained and cleaned, offering a
high standard of hygienic conditions to all users. Developed in
accordance with VitrA’s international know-how, the ergonomically
designed S20 series offers practical solutions and reliability that
you can trust.
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S20

The elegant appearance of the countertop
basin is a result of its elliptic shape.
S20 countertop basin, 48 cm

S20 wall-hung WC pan, 52 cm

S20 countertop basin, 50 cm
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Restrooms
Maintaining proper hygienic conditions are a vital part of the requirements that need to be
considered when designing public area restrooms due to high circulation. VitrA S20 offers practical
solutions at affordable prices even in situations where maximum cleanliness and hygienic conditions
are a prerequisite.
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S20

Available in 3 sizes, the
undercounter basin can also
be used as a countertop basin.
S20 undercounter basin

S20 wall-hung WC pan, 52 cm

S20 urinal and separator
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Product Range
Lighting

54796
600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

54787

Mirrors

600 mm

54796

54786

54786

54786

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

54792/54793

54792/54793

54792/54793

54792/54793

54794/54795

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

800 mm

500 cm

54788/54789/
54963/54964

54788/54789/
54963/54964

54788/54789/
54963/54964

54788/54789/
54963/54964

54790/54791

320-1130

500 mm

550 mm

600 mm

650 mm

650 mm

850 mm

650 mm

5500

5501

5502

5503

5504

5522

5523

5500+5280

5501+5280

54782/54783

54784/54785

Mirror
cabinets

54786
600 mm

5291

5291

5501+5529

5502+5529

5503+5281

5503+5529

5504+5281

5504+5529

520 mm

5500+5529

5502+5281

5512+5514

5510+5514

5511+5514

WC pans and cisterns
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5293+5422

5518

5517

5516

5520

WC pans

5296

5297

5506

5507

480 mm

Washbasins and washbasin units

450 mm

5505

Wall-hung WC pans

5298

S20
600 mm

54786

54786

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

54786

54786

54786

54786

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

600 mm

54788/54789
54963/54964

54788/54789
54963/54964

Mirrors

600 mm

Mirror
cabinets

54788/54789
54963/54964

54788/54789
54963/54964

550 mm

450 mm

500 mm

550 mm

54788/54789
54963/54964
450 mm
380 mm

500 mm
430 mm

550 mm
480 mm

54788/54789
54963/54964
430 mm

480 mm

420 mm

520 mm

6039

6069

5524

5463

5464

5465

5473

5474

5475

5466

5467

5468

5524

5463

5464

5465

5473

5474

5475

5466

5467

5468

5473

5474

6039

5475

6069

570 mm

6031

Washbasins

530 mm

6031

54803/54804

5509

5519

Bidets

5508

Wall-hung
bidets

5461

5462

Urinals

54797/54798/
54951/54952

54799/54801/
54800/54802

54805/54806

54809/54810

Other units
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Faucets
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Pure

68

Minimalism at its best
The Pure Series was developed with water as its
backdrop: Purified of all excesses, a flawless
minimalist design was achieved. In this series,
attention to the details is just as important as the
interior of a bathroom or kitchen. The smooth and
flowing lines of the faucets are representative
of VitrA’s new age design concepts. Besides the
flawless lines of the Pure series, the wide range
of faucets with single or double handles offer
inspiring and innovative alternatives for bathroom
and kitchen interiors.
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Eco-friendly aerators
Pure basin and sink mixers have an exclusively
designed water flow aerator that reduces water
flow from 12 L/minute to 9 L/minute resulting in
up to 40% savings on water consumption.

Easy cleaning
The Pure Series “silicone aerator” provides
equal water flow levels during each use.
Exclusively designed with VitrA’s cutting
edge technology, lime debris can be
removed by gently rubbing the surface of
the silicone aerator.

Flawless lines
The Pure Series was designed with
“continuity” and “harmony” in mind. With
attention given to the subtle details, the
faucets are elegant and flowing achieving
a flawless and harmonious appearance.   

Swivel spout
Exclusively designed for the 3-hole
built-in basin mixer, the front section
of the swivel spout rotates 360
degrees allowing the user control over
the direction of the flow of water.
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Basin mixers

Pure

The Pure series has 10 basin mixers that are
compatible with all types of bathroom interiors.

Basin mixer

Basin mixer with pop-up

Basin mixer (small)

Basin mixer with pop-up (small)

High basin mixer
(with/without pop-up)

Built-in basin mixer

Built-in basin mixer

Basin mixer for basin with 3 holes
(with/without pop-up)
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Bath and shower mixers
Freedom of choice is in your hands
The Pure Series includes 6 bath/shower
and shower mixers offering solutions
for all types of bathroom interiors with a
variety of requirements. The noticeable
flowing forms are evident in all the faucets
in the line. The minimalist design of the
4-hole bath mixer and hand shower are in
total harmony with the entire collection.
The built-in bath mixers with the 2 and
3-way diverters provide flexibility to users.
The diverters allow users the option of
using the spout, hand shower, shower or
water jets to control water flow.
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Pure

Bath/shower mixer

Shower mixer

Bath mixer (deck - mounted)

Built-in bath/shower mixer
(3-way diverter)

Built-in bath/shower mixer
(2-way diverter)

Built-in shower mixer
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Sink mixer
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Pure

360 degree freedom
The sink mixer with exclusively designed 360 degree
swivelling spout gives the user total freedom over the
control of the flow of water.  The sink mixer was
designed specifically to create more flexible use of the
area. Offering further practicality, the handle can be used
on the left or right.
Every drop of water is valuable!
The exclusively designed aerator reduces the amount of
water used in kitchens. Developed with VitrA’s water
engineering technology for the Pure sink mixer,
you can control the flow of water and maximum
temperature with the special cartridge to conserve water
and energy.
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Style X
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Seamless and elegant
Style X designed by INDEED for VitrA, represents a brand
new perspective that integrates the twin concepts of
continuity and completion. Gleaming surfaces flow into
one another to create a naturally streamlined form - bold,
exquisite and original. Fluid contours blend together in a
slim and curvilinear form of the body inspired by the flow
of water, while the graceful handle completes the
innovative silhouette to perfection. Take a close look at
Style X to discover the stylistic sophistication of a
contemporary form designed to shape future trends...
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Basin mixers
Style X Basin mixers designed to enhance your bathroom.
With a form as clean and powerful as water itself, Style X adds its radiance to your bathroom.
The slim and curvilinear handle of Style X invites you to explore the joys of water.

A light touch
Specially designed for Style X range, the
“silicon aerator” will eliminate any lime
build-up at the spout with a single touch,
allowing you to enjoy the same smooth
water flow every time you turn on the faucet.

Perfect flow at all times
The “auto-clean aerator” feature of the Style X
faucets adds another level of convenience. Lime
build-up at the spout is automatically cleaned, and
every time you turn on your faucet the sediments
from the previous use are broken down and
washed away by water pressure.
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Style X

Basin mixer

Built-in basin mixer

Basin mixer with pop-up
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Bath and shower mixers
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Style X

Bath/shower mixer

Built-in bath/shower mixer (3 way diverter)

Built-in shower mixer (2 way diverter)

Built-in shower mixer
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Sink mixer
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Style X

Styled for a trendy kitchen
What you see is only one part of the story of
Style X. The seams that join the spout to the body
are carefully concealed for visual continuity, adding
a sophisticated elegance to your kitchen. Thanks to
the “special aerator with flow regulator” that offers
greater efficiency with less water, the Style X sink
mixer helps you conserve natural resources.
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C-Line
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Innovative design,
eco-friendly solutions
The C-Line series was developed with water
management technology and expertise.
The exclusively designed loop handle adds
diversity to the series as well as enriching the
uniqueness of bathroom interiors.
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Basin mixers
The contemporary design and innovative features of the C-Line basin mixers
transform the appearance of bathroom interiors. Answering the requirements of
all types of bathroom interiors, conservation and ergonomics come together in
perfect harmony.

A first from VitrA

90O

Nuances are hidden in the details
The meticulous attention placed on the nuances
is a noticeable feature of the C-Line series. The
exclusively designed cone-shaped rosette
connecting the frame to the basin or counter
evokes not only continuity, but also succeeds in
creating flawless harmony.
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Designed exclusively for the C-Line series, the 90°
left-side rotating loop handle has energy saving
feature: the central heating boiler is not activated
when the faucet is turned on in the center position.
Additionally, by the help of the special cartridge the
highest hot water temperature can be adjusted to
avoid unnecessary use of energy. The exclusively
designed ceramic cartridge ensures that water is
conserved up to 90% when the faucet is turned on
at the highest level when adjusted. In short, the
C-Line series includes products that are both energy
and water friendly.  

C-Line

Solutions for all needs
The C-Line series has a selection of faucets for all types of basins – large or
small. The most elegant member with its high stance and sleek and rounded
contours is the high basin mixers, suitable for counter-top bowls.

Basin mixer

Basin mixer with pop-up

High basin mixer

High basin mixer with pop-up

Basin mixer with swivel spout
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Bath and shower mixers

The C-Line series unique designs
are also evident in its collection of
bath and shower mixers.
Complete harmony is attained
with the C-Line bath mixers with
their rounded contours,
complemented with the hand
shower diverter, spout and handle
designed along the same lines.
The exclusively designed hidden
aerator developed for the C-Line
series further enhances the
aesthetics of its appearance.

Cache aerator
• The aerator’s exclusive design adds
aesthetics to the appearance of the spout.
• The aerator combines water with air and
smooth and even flow of water is attained.
• Contributes to water conservation.
• Prevents lime debris build up.
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C-Line

Bath/shower mixer

Shower mixer

Built-in bath/shower mixer

Built-in shower mixer
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Sink mixer
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C-Line

Exclusively designed for the C-Line series,
the one-way 90° special  cartridge provides
cost-effective use of water and energy in kitchens
with heavy usage, maximizing productivity.
The exclusively designed aerator with flow
regulator combines water with air, reducing water
consumption from 12 L/minute to 9 L/minute.
The sink mixer with a 360° rotating u-shaped spout
provides easy and practical solutions for users
with limited kitchen sink areas.
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Minimax S
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Unbeatable benefits, affordable prices
Even the most minimal changes made to
bathroom designs can have a major impact
on the environment. The new generation
Minimax S bathroom and kitchen faucets with  
eco-friendly aerators have been manufactured
with VitrA’s cutting edge innovative technology.
The faucets have exclusively designed handles,
spouts and cache aerators. The Minimax S series
offers top quality products at affordable prices for
all budgets.
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Basin mixers
The integrated design of the basin mixers in the Minimax S series is evident in the collection.
Whether your washbasin is small or large, bowl or standard, the wide range of mixers with sleek
contours are not only functional and appealing, but also add value to bathroom interiors.

Sleek lines, superior poise
The high basin mixer is suitable for
counter-top bowls. With its sleek lines
and rounded contours, the statuette-like
model complements the overall
aesthetics of all bathroom interiors.

Flexibility and ergonomics
More flexibility equals greater freedom!
The swivel spout basin mixer can easily
be rotated to the right and left enabling
wider use of the washbasin area.

Görselin arkasına
üstedeki görslin arka
planını kopyalayalım
ama armatürün sonu
gözükmesin.

Eco-friendly Minimax S
The “right” design also includes
energy and water saving features.
Special aerator with flow regulator
used in Minimax S reduces water
flow from 12 L/min to 9 L/min.

Additional cost-saving opportunities
One of the newest innovative products
developed according to the standards of
VitrA’s cutting edge technology is the
Minimax S series aerator. The alternative
water savings aerator provides a maximum
water flow of 5.7 L/minute.
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Minimax S

Basin mixer

Basin mixer with pop-up

High basin mixer

High basin mixer with pop-up

Basin mixer with swiel spout
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Bath and shower mixers
Minimum use of water and energy will
maximum the pleasures of a bath and
shower. The success of the Minimax S
series is hidden in the technologically
advanced cartridge, which ensures
savings of up to 90% on energy and
water by stabilizing the temperature and
quantity of water used during installation.
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Minimax S

Bath mixer

Shower mixer

Built-in bath/shower mixer

Built-in shower mixer

Built-in bath/shower mixer (3 way diverter)
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Sink mixer

The high spout of the Minimax S u-shaped
sink mixer makes it an ideal user-friendly
choice particularly when washing pots and
pans. The wall-mounted sink mixer is the
best alternative for kitchens with limited
counter space. Developed for the Minimax S
series, the sink mixer is compatible with all
types of kitchen sinks providing ideal
solutions for kitchen interiors.
360 degree mobility
The completely rotating spout sink mixers
re-define conventional boundaries and offer
more freedom and flexibility to users.
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Minimax S

Sink mixer

Sink mixer (wall-mounted)
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Q-Line high basin mixer

The new basin mixer in the Q-Line series is a practical
solution for use with bowls. Setting it apart from the rest is its
smooth angular lines and sleek long form. The  high basin mixer’s
design is aesthetic, innovative and eco-friendly.
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Dynamic S basin mixer

The Dynamic S Series new swivel spout basin mixer with its tilted
form, angled spout and smooth lines is a vibrant, practical and cost
effective solution for alternative bathroom interiors.
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Showerheads

According to VitrA, a “shower” is not just a way of cleansing
your body, but also a way of cleansing the soul. The greatest
pleasures of cleansing are those that are closest to nature.
The principle philosophy behind VitrA’s innovative new
showerheads is the ability to carry rain - one of nature’s    
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pleasures - into our bathrooms. VitrA’s new Layer C, Layer
S, Layer R and Lite showerheads come in a variety of sizes.    
Because of the soothing abilities of the showerheads, the
effects of a stressful day are washed away with the water.

Layer C showerhead
(Ø450 mm)

Layer R showerhead
(450 x 310 mm)

Layer S showerhead
(450 x 450 mm)

Lite showerhead (wall-mounted)
(Ø240 mm)

Lite showerhead (ceiling-mounted)
(Ø240 mm)
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Hand shower sets

VitrA has a selection of hand showers and hand shower
sets with slide rail for all preferences to ensure an enjoyable
shower experience. To further enhance this experience, the
hand showers have a variety of functions to invigorate and
energize your body. The hand showers and showerheads
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have an “easy cleaning” feature which enables users to easily
clean built up lime and debris in the water ducts. The secret
behind the long-life of shower systems is the special
silicone-rubber “water injectors” located in the middle
section.

T4 2F hand shower set

T4 2F hand shower set with slide rail

Pure hand shower set

Pure hand shower set with slide rail

Sense hand shower set

Sense hand shower set with slide rail
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Bathtubs and
shower systems
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Notte
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New dimension at comfort and visual
perception: Notte shower systems
A new offer from VitrA for those who wish to be rejuvenated, purified and leave behind the exhaustion
of the day: Notte shower systems are adding new dimensions to the functionality of shower, transporting
the pleasures of massage to the site so desired.
Thanks to Notte, any and all functions like shower, faucet, illumination, music system, massage are
incorporated under a single formation, integrated to the premises. Notte, designed by Nexus for
VitrA is awarding a new approach of comfort and aesthetic value to the living ambient by its modern,
minimalist style.
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Notte compact shower unit
Compact shower unit is generating a roomy as well as
comfortable shower space thanks to its doorless design
and 160x90 cm dimensions. Massage jets, bath/shower
mixer, hand shower set, LED lighting switched on as long
as water is open are amongst the superior features of
the system. Music system with bluetooth connection is
optional with the system. As complementing the acrylic
shower tray and white glass back panel of the compact
shower system, there are available 2 different framework
colour alternatives, as high gloss aluminum or matt black
aluminum.

The shower tray is contributing to the plain
outlook of the unit by its lean profile.
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Notte

For a plain and modern outlook, the bath/shower mixer,
as well as installation, is concealed within the system.

Thanks to the LED lighting that functioning
synchronized with the showerhead and the
body jets the pleasures of showering are
assuming a new dimension.
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Stripe LED lighting in the form of an
uninterrupted line is emphasizing the
aesthetic value of the location.

Lighting, bluetooth connected music system
and volume can be practically controlled by a
single panel.
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Notte

Notte shower system
Shower system is ultimately modern thanks
to its lean and light-weighted outlook, and is
becoming integrated with the premises it is
located within. Notte hydro-massage shower
systems, incorporating alternatives with or
without seat, are equipped with massage jets,
hand shower set LED lighting functioning in
synchronization with the showerhead, bath/
shower mixer and an optional music system
that is bluetooth connected. Matt black

aluminum profile, white glass panel,
150x70 cm acrylic shower tray and glass
shower panel are all adding a contemporary
elegance to any ambient through the appearance the yare creating.
Hydro-massage shower system is extremely
functional thanks to its foldable seat. It is
possible to benefit from the rejuvenating effect
of the massage, either standing or as seated.
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Loft

Loft compact shower unit
Loft compact shower unit, bringing forth a new breath to VitrA
compact shower systems is a work by NOA Design Group.
Thanks to its transparent structure, thin and refined lines, it is
in harmony with diverse bathroom architectures. Loft compact
shower unit is of dimensions 160x90 cm. The shower tray
comes with 3 different alternatives of zero surface, flat and
monoblock. The washing space being positioned at the center
is providing an ergonomic use.The shower space surrounded
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by glass panels is affluently shaped by the new technology
as well as VitrA bathroom culture: Illumination module with
chromotherapy feature, concealed loudspeaker system, mp3
player connection and a special rack for the equipment, mirror,
electronic or manual operated faucet with 3-way diverter option,
are all converting the Loft compact shower unit into an ideal
refining and pleasure ambient for young, modern and urban
individuals.

T70

T70 Offset
A brand new product is added to the T70 series renovating
bathrooms by means of its plain and modern design: T70 Offset
shower tray. T70 Shower trays bringing forth a new breath to
bathrooms through their wider, more functional design,
2.5 cm interior depth, tray structure directing flow of water and
siphon cover that is custom-made, are possessors of Design
Turkey “Good Design” award as well. Products of 70 cm width

prepared for those desiring to replace their existing bathtubs
with shower trays, are creating a spacious shower site of
dimensions 170x70/80 cm, 150x70/80 cm and 120x70/
80 cm. While the 70 cm short edge is utilizing the space in the
best possible manner, it is also giving it a modern appearance.
Whereas the 80 cm short edge is providing a more roomy
washing space.
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Sanitaryware
and complementary
products
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MOD by Lovegrove
MOD Collection is now ever more functional with
its 3 novel products: MOD is ever-expanding
with such contributions and more closely
responding to the expectations.

MOD 80 cm bowl

Besides MOD’s 65 cm bowl, VitrA has another alternative: New 80 cm bowl is preserving its lean
silhouette and light-weight form under its new dimensions as well.
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MOD close-coupled WC pan and cistern

MOD washbasin with ceramic pedestal

In addition to the already available white, bamboo and aluminum pedestals, ceramic pedestal
and trap cover varieties are extending the freedom of choice. The new MOD close-coupled
WC pan and cistern functioning with 2.5/4 L water is ultimately sensitive to the environment
as well as the available resources and provides up to 60% water saving.
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Control panels

The already available white, chrome plated and matte chrome plated Twin2
control panels are enriched: The new white glass, black glass and matte black
Twin2 control panels are the best choice for every bathroom. New Twin2 control
panels, symbol of technology and aesthetic competence, are now a perfect
complement to VitrA thin concealed cisterns with 8 cm thickness. Since all
technology is concealed behind the wall; the sole detail you will see shall be the
stylish control panel.
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Twin2 burgundy glass control panel

Once you employ a concealed installation for the
wall; you not only save space but also obtain larger
living space providing an elegant outlook to the
bathrooms with specially designed control panels.

The concealed cisterns compatible with
Twin2 control panels also offer easy
assembly/mounting solutions as well as
hygiene, reliability and water conservation
with dual flush systems of 2.5/4 L and 3/6 L.
Twin2 black glass control panel
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A pledge to the future.
Key data in diverse fields indicate the world could be at
a critical juncture in terms of sustainability. The future of
our blue planet is at stake, and as a major producer in the
consumer goods sector with a global audience, VitrA is
strongly aware of its responsibilities. Conservation of natural
resources has long been a basic principle of the brand.
Blue Life is set of guidelines embraced by VitrA to protect
and preserve the living world. VitrA upholds Blue Life as a
production, design and management philosophy.

Production Certificates
ISO 9001 Quality Management
ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standards
EN 16001 Energy Management Systems
OHSAS 18001 Standard Quality and Technique Consultancy Services

Product Certificates
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Icon Guide

WATER SAVING
The 2.5/4 L water conserving WCs provide efficient flushing with less
water, helping you cut down excess water usage in the bathroom.
Developed by VitrA with special cistern structures and highly efficient
low-flow internal mechanisms, the new WCs are certified for lowest
water consumption by EU standards.
Special aerator with flow regulator used in VitrA faucets reduces
water flow from 12L/min to 9L/min resulting in a 40% saving on
water consumption.
Also by the special cartridge used in VitrA faucets an upper limit can be
set on water flow and up to 90% water conservation can be supplied.

ENERGY SAVING
Specially developed, the hi-tech cartridge used in VitrA faucets allows you
to set a maximum temperature of water and by this way prevents excess
usage of energy up to 90%.
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